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TST’s AUSTRALASIAN OPERATIONS BOOST CAPACITY THROUGH
NEW RESOURCES AND MARKET EXPANSION
SYDNEY - TST’s Australian operation proudly announces expansion of its customer service
and technical resource base in order to meet demands throughout Australasia. The newest
resources have considerable experience in business, technology and testing, all specific to
the gaming industry.
CTO Noah Turner stressed… "TST was fortunate to adopt high calibre testing staff who
formerly worked at well known Australian gaming manufacturers and a respected Australian
testing lab. While others in the industry are downsizing, TST ramped up on high calibre
resources which resulted in almost zero learning curve”.
Immediate results and long-term forecasts show that these resources will be valued assets as
demand for TST’s services continues to increase. The company has especially experienced a
high demand for services leading up to the Australasian Gaming Expo (AGE), approaching
later this month in Sydney (www.austgamingexpo.com).
TST Australia’s Laboratory Manager, Ash Mandanipour notes… “TST is performing
exceptionally well and would like to thank our existing clients for their continued support to
achieve this. Our recent operational improvements and continued expansion in the
Australasian region have reassured us of our position in the industry. We’re enthused about
meeting at the upcoming AGE”.
TST’s staff looks forward to meeting all current, inquiring and potential clients at the AGE and
encourage contact via the email addresses above to arrange a meeting.
MANILA - Due to market demands in Asia's more burgeoning markets, such as the
Philippines, Singapore and Macau, TST proudly announces it has established a local
presence in the Philippines to complement its existing Macau operations.
CEO Salim Adatia stated… “TST continues to see considerable opportunity throughout
Australia and New Zealand. We envisage further market growth in the Asian region as
jurisdictions seek to implement Technical Standards more in line with established first tier
jurisdictions. We’re therefore expanding both our domestic Australian presence and our
international Asian presence to better meet both local and international demands.
***************************************
Since its inception in 1993, TST has offered gaming Regulators, Operators and Manufacturers a full range of
independent regulatory compliance testing and consultation services to both the land-based and interactive gaming
industry. In addition to this, TST’s experts continue to provide Information Systems Security (ISS) audit and
consultancy services relating to both logical and physical security of gaming systems and the environments within
which they operate.
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